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DIFFERENTIABLE SEMIGROUPS WITH A NEIGHBORHOOD OF

THE IDENTITY HOMEOMORPHIC TO A BANACH SPACE

J.   W.  NEUBERGER1

Abstract. Suppose S is a topological semigroup with identity

e, H is a Banach space and there is a homeomorphism g from an

open subset of S containing e onto H. Theorem. Suppose that

V(x,y)=g(g~1(x)g~1(y)) for all x, y in H for which the second

expression is defined. If V is C(21 then there is an open subset D of S

containing e so that if q is in D, then for some number t and some

one-parameter subgroup f of S, q=f{t).

Suppose S is a topological semigroup with identity e and H is a Banach

space. Suppose furthermore that there is a homeomorphism g from an

open subset of S containing e onto H so that g(e)=0. Denote by V the

function with domain all (x, y) in Hx H for which g~1(x)g~1(y) is in D(g)

so that V(x,y)=g(g~1(x)g~l(y)) for all such (x,y). A member (x,y) of

HxH is sometimes denoted by Q and ||(x, y)\\ is defined to be

max(||x||, ¡JH).

A one-parameter subgroup of S is a continuous function / from the

real numbers R to S such that/(0)=e and f(r)f(s)=f(r+s) for all r, s in

R. Clearly the range of such a function/is a subgroup of S.

The main object of this note is to prove the following:

Theorem. If V is C<2) (twice continuously differentiable in the sense of

Fréchet ([2, VIII.1] or [7, II.1.2])) then there is an open subset D of S

containing e so that if q is in D, then for some number t and some one-

parameter subgroup f of S, q=f(t).

Before a proof of this theorem is stated some preliminary remarks and

definitions are given.

This theorem is related to a theorem of Mostert and Shields [4] which

gives a similar result (but without the differentiability condition) in the

case H is finite dimensional. Some of the ideas in the proof of the present
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theorem can be found in [1] and [6]. The treatment of differentiable

topological semigroups here parallels that of [3] for differentiable

topological groups on a Banach manifold.

The writer is indebted to Alexander Doniphan Wallace for his suggestion

(some years ago) that certain developments in [5] might be applicable to

the study of topological semigroups.

Definition. If F is a function from a subset of R containing 0 to S

and t is a number, then the statement that F is product integrable from 0

to / means that there is an element p of S so that if U is an open set

containingp, then there is b>0 so that if t0,tx,- ■ ■ , tn+x is a partition of

[0, t] with mesh <<5, then F(tn+x — tn)---F(tx — t0) is in U. Such a

(necessarily unique) point is denoted by 7rÓ£.

Definition. If G is a function from a subset Rx of R containing 0 so

that for each t in Rx, G(t) is a transformation from a subset of H to H and

p is in H, then the statement that G is product integrable from 0 to t at p

means that there is a point q in H so that if £>0, then there is ó>0 so

that if t0, tx, ■ ■ ■ , tn+x is a partition of [0, /] with mesh <<5, then

\\G(tn+x -<„)••• G(tx - t0)p - q\\ < e.

Such a (necessarily unique) point q is denoted by irl(G,p).

Proof of Theorem. For e>0 denote by R(e) the set of all x in H so

that ||x||5£e. Denote by b' a positive number so that if ||x||, ||j|| <<5' then

(x,y) is in D(V), i.e., g~x(x)g~x(y) is in D(g). If c is in R(l), denote

V'(0,y)(l) by Ac(y) for all y in R(l). Since each of V and V" is con-

tinuous at (0,0), there exist <50, M>0 with <50 < A such that | V'(x, y)\ ̂  M

and \V"(x,y)\-^M if ||x||, ||_y||<(50 (the first norm is that for bounded

linear transformations from HxH to H, the second is for bounded

bilinear functions from (HxH)x (HxH) to H, i.e.,

\V"(x,y)\ = inf{k:\\(V"(x,y))(p,q)\\ ^ k \\p\\ \\q\\

for all p and q in H X H}).

If c is in R(\), then Gc denotes the function with domain (—ó0, r50) so

that if |r|<r30, then Gc(t) is the transformation from R(b0) to H so that

(Gc(t))y= V(tc, y) for all y in R(b0). Denote g~x(tc) by Fc(t) if |f | <<50 and

c is in R(l). A series of inequalities follow. Suppose ||c||^l.

(1) If each of x, y is in R(b0), then

M,(x) - A,(,n = ivifi,i)Q - no,y)fc

^ M|[x - y||.
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(2) If j is in Fv(óo) then

McC^II = |k'(0, ̂ (q)] =i Ailloli ^ Af.

(3) If ||_y||<f30 and |/|<<30, then

\\Gcit)y - y\\ = \Witc, y) - ViO, y)\\

=     CdsV'istcy^W^UlM
Jo \0/ ||

and so Geit)y is in R(ô0) if |/|M+||j||^ó0.

(4) If each of x, y is in F(<50) and |/|<<50, then

\\Gcit)x - Gcit)y\\ =\\Vitc,x)-Vitc,y)\\

= 1 [dsV'itc, y + six - y))(   °    )||
l| Jo \x — y 11|

II  f1
= \\ ds

Jo
V'itc,y + six-y))(x°_   j

- V'iO, y + six - y))(    °    )
\x — y I

-I  [dsV'i<o,y + six-y)){    °    )
II Jo \x — yl

\ldsV'(fl,y + ^x-y))(   °   j
Jo \X —  V/

+

= M|t| ||c|| ||x - y|| + ||x - 3z|| = (1 + M\t\) ||x - y\\

since V'(0, y+s(x-y))(x°_y) = (xly) for all í in [0, 1].

Denote <50/(2M) by ô. One has (using (2) and Theorem 10.4.5 of [2],

for example) that there is a unique function Y from [—20, 2ô] to F(<50)

so that 7(0)=0 and Y'(t) = Ac(Y(t)) if |/|=2(5. Note that || 7(/)||=|/|Af

if |/|=2<5.
Denote by zz the function from [—2ô,2ô]xR(l) to R(ô0) so that

zz(0, c)=0 and ux(t, c)=Ac(u(t, c)) if c is in F(l) and |/|_2<5 (zz,(/, c) is

the partial derivative in the first place of u at (/, c)—it is a member of H).

It follows from [2, Theorem 10.7.3] that u2 exists and is continuous on

(—26, 2ô)xH0, H0 being the open unit ball of H. (For |/|<2<5 and c in

H0, u2(t, c) is the partial derivative in the second place of zz at (/, c)—it is
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a bounded linear transformation from H to H.) Moreover, using 10.7.3.1

of [2], it follows that uXi2(t, 0)=/ if \t\ <2b and so u2(t, 0)=tl if |i| <2b.

Hence, setting Ex(c) = u(b/2, c) for all c in H0, one has that E'x is con-

tinuous on H0. Since E[(0)=(b/2)I (and hence £i(0) has a bounded

inverse which is from H to H) there is an open subset D'x of R(l) [2,

Theorem 10.2.5] containing 0 and an open set D'2 containing 0 so that the

restriction to D'x of Ex is a homeomorphism from D'x onto D'x. Denote by

bx a positive number ^bJ2 so that if \\x\\ <bx then x is in D2. Denote by

£ the restriction of Ex whose range is Dx={x e H; \\x\\ <bx}.

(5) If c is in R(l), \t\<2b, \t+A|<2b and |A|<ó0, then

||Gc(A)«(r, c) - «(i + A, c)||

II / f+A Ml
=   V(Ac, u(t, c)) -   u(t, c) +        dsAc(u(s, c))

II \ J* /II

II fi+A ¡c\ II
= \\V(Ac, U(t, c)) - V(0, u(t, c)) -        dsV'(0, u(s, c))(

Jt \0) ||

=    j^ds  V'((s - t)c, u(t, c))Q - V'(0, u(s, c))Q

ii p+a r1
= ds\  drV"((\ — r)(s — t)c, u(t, c) + r(u(s, c) — u(t,c)j)

|| Jt Jo

"in    I     "(5_0C     ))\
\\0/' \u(s, c) - u(t, c)J J \\

^ [A|2M2

since ||«(s,c)-«(í,c)||^M|5-í|if|í|, |í|^2á and ||c||^l.

Now suppose |s|, |í|^á/2, s0, sx, ■ ■ ■ , sm+x is a partition from / to s and

ai=si+i~si> i=0, 1, • • • , m. Then, using (3) repeatedly,

IIGcOí) ' - ' Gc(a0)w(f, c) - u(t, c)\\

^ (\a{\ + ■■■ + \a0\)M = \si+1 - t\M <, bM = ó0/2

so that Gc(aA • ■ • Gc(a0)u(t, c) is in A(3<S0/4), i=0, 1, • • •, m. Similarly,

\\Gc(aA • ■ ■ Gc(aAu(siy c) - u(s{, c)\\

^ (\a,\ + ■ • • + kl)M ^ \sj+x - sz\M

and hence

||Gc(fl3) • • • Gc(fl¿)"(S¿, c)\\ ^ \si+x - Si\M + \\u(Si, c)\\

^ \si+1 - Si\M + \sf\M

<| ÓM + (b/2)m = 3r50/4   if m ^ ; ^ i.
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Hence

||Gc(ízJ • • • Gc(cz0)M(í, c)-«(s,c)||

m

*2 llGc(a J ■ ' - Gc(íz>(s¿, c) - Gciam) ■ ■ • Gc(a<+1)w(sm, c)||
¿=o

m

= 2 (1 + |am|Af) •••(! + \ai+x\M) ||Gc(a>(s¿, c) - m(sí+1, c)||

m

= (exp|5-f|)2M2|af|2
¿=o

^ M2(exp |s - í|) \s - t\ mesh(s0, s,, • • • , sm+1),

using (4) repeatedly and (5) together with the fact that l+e_exp£ if

e_0. The product integrability of Gc from 0 to s—t at zz(/, c) follows.

Clearly

(*) <-\Gc, uit, c)) = h(s, c).

Note that for s, t, s0, %,•••, im+1, a0, Oi, • ' • , am as in the preceding

paragraph it follows that

g-\Gciam) ■ ■ ■ GMMt, c)) = Fciam) • ■ ■ Fc(a0)g-l(u(t, c)).

Hence the product integrability of Gc from 0 to s at 0 implies the product

integrability of Fc from 0 to s. Moreover, g_1(7Tu(Gc, 0)) = tts0Fc. Finally

if |*|, |/| = <5/2 then g-\TTl\Gc, u(t, c))) = (TTs-tFc)g-\u(t, c)).

Recall F is a homeomorphism from an open subset of H containing 0

onto Dx. Note that g~1(D1) 's an °Pen subset of S containing e. Suppose q

is in g~1(D1). Then x=giq) is in Dx and hence x is in F(o0/2) and x=E(c)

for some c in F(l), i.e., x=u(ô/2, c). Define

/(/) = g-\u(t, c)) = g-i[Tri(Gc, 0)] = ttIFc

for |/|_ô/2 and note that/is continuous. It follows from (*) that

u(s, c) = ttI-\Gc, uit, c))   if \s\, \t\ = Ô/2.

Hence if |i|, |s|^<5/2 and s—t=r, then

fis) = g-\uis, c)) = g~~lW¿Gc, uit, c))]

= i<Fc)g'\uit, c)) = i-n-lFAi^FA -/(r)/(i).

So / is a local one-parameter group. Since / is continuous it can be

extended to a one-parameter subgroup of S. Since

/(a/2) = g-Kuia¡2, c)) = g-\x) = q,

the proof is completed.
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Added in proof.   It is observed that the theorem follows from develop-

ments in [1]. The present argument seems substantially different, however.
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